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Our client, a next-generation eCommerce platform in India, specializes in the 
buying and selling of used cars and bikes. With an annual volume of over 
150,000 auto sales, they are a dominant force in the market. Rooted in the 
mission to transform the global used car industry, their journey began in 2015 
and has evolved into an expansive network spanning 205 branches across 182 
major cities in India.

Client Background

Business Challenges
The surge in demand for used vehicles due to the Covid-19 pandemic propelled 
our client to rethink their B2B sales strategy. However, the client’s existing 
framework posed the following challenges for the client. 

Their existing framework was tailored for C2B operations that form 80% of their 
revenue. Transiting to the B2B segment would mean adapting to the demands of 
B2B with new processes and systems that emerged as a formidable challenge for 
the client..

Transition from Unorganized Sector

The reliance on manual processes and spreadsheets for B2B dealings was 
inadequate. The transition to a comprehensive digital solution was imperative, 
with the need to overhaul not only operational processes but also deal negoti-
ations, inspections, certifications, and more.

Shifting from Manual to Digital 

B2B transactions in the used car sales segment span both online and offline 
realms. The intricate process encompasses every aspect from buying from used 
car dealers to inspections, certifications, and portal listings. Addressing this 
complexity demanded a holistic approach that couldn't be tackled piece by 

Complexities of Integrated B2B 

The intricacies of the B2B process necessitated a synchronized approach. Any 
missing element could disrupt the entire structure. This intricate puzzle could 
only be solved through a digital solution that encompassed full integration and 
a comprehensive approach, including overhauling deal negotiations, and 
tracking various metrics.

Synchronization and Integration 



Existing software products fell short of meeting their specific requirements. To 
successfully address the challenges at hand, a unique, purposeful application 
was imperative.

Lack of Fulfilling Solutions 

The interaction between the client and used car dealers involved managing 14 
complex workflows, each with its own set of challenges and intricacies.

Multiple Complex Workflows 

• Struggled to track nationwide ongoing deals for used vehicle sourcing due 
to heightened volumes

• Revenue and profit loss in the absence of MIS and analytics 
• Accountability issues for poor deals due to the manual and verbal process 

Business Impact

This leading Auto-sales platform approached Softude seeking guidance for 
automating their deal negotiation process with used car suppliers – a process 
heavily reliant on human input. Their priority was a swift and cost-efficient 
solution.

After a thorough assessment of the process, Softude proposed a low-code 
technology solution. Remarkably, within 48 hours, we build a POC helping our 
client visualize how the entire application will look and work. They were 
astonished by the turnaround time and delivery of the service.

The low-code approach, requiring minimal coding effort, was chosen due to 
its expeditious nature and cost-effectiveness. It truncated development time 
to just 1/8th of the traditional programming approach, enabling us to 
architect, develop, and deploy the application within a mere 10 days, as 
opposed to the 5-6 months required through conventional means. It also 
supported the agile development methodology that our client sought for 
scalability.

Resolution 

• A very cost-e�ective custom solution to manage a business worth $150+ 
million

• 1/10th investment on solution development as opposed to the traditional 
software development approach

Solution Benefits
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• No hassles of hosting, maintaining the servers, and other infrastructure1
• A�ordable application management and maintenance
• 100% scalable application to incorporate enhancement and future 

requirements

“Softude`s approach to addressing our digital requirement has been top shelf . 
From context gathering to development from the scratch, the turn around time 
was 7 days saving 3-4 months typically. Very professional indeed. I would 
recommend them anytime in case you are commencing your digital journey.”

KAPIL KALRA
Sr. Manager, FP&A

• Reduced time taken for transactions
• Faster deal closures, enabling the client to seize time-sensitive opportunities 

swiftly
• Cost saving by automating the previously manual and resource-intensive 

processes
• Less human dependency saving employees’ time for crucial tasks

Solution Impact

Client Testimonial 


